Contribution of Revived Heritage on Contemporary Social Interaction: The Case of Paddington Reservoir Garden
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Abstract: Reviewing and further reviving the historical landscape have significant impacts on developing this field for the designers [1]. It is useful for contemporary designers to learn from the past. They can practice analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of diverse past examples, recognizing the success criteria of contemporary designed landscapes, and exploring new ways to design sustainable public spaces for the future. This article will examine the Paddington Reservoir Garden, in Paddington, Sydney, Australia. This is as a successful and influential example as a heritage redesigned as a contemporary public open space.
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1. Introduction

Based on the vital role that heritage plays in history of human art, culture and architecture, contemporary designers should to deliberate what is vital to modern society on producing a usable past. Start from this question, this article aims to explore how people revive the discarded heritage, improving its functions and creating new meaningfulness on modernity values. This article selects a typical heritage work, the Paddington Reservoir Garden (PRG), in Sydney, Australia. This is a heritage which display a combination of contemporarily creative intervention and original old construction. By analyzing the significance and effect in terms of social, environmental and aesthetic values, the effective ways to revive the heritage could be summarized and put forward.

2. Analysis progress

The Paddington Reservoir Garden was a significant water source catering to the rapidly growing population in the 19th century and ceased operations in 1899. Tonkin Zulaikha Greer and JMD Design redesigned this place and construction spanned from 2006 to 2009 [2]. Nowadays it is an outstanding public space integrating historical foundations and contemporary elements to provide the visitors with multiple opportunities. It reflects how a historical space can become a vital contemporary space, also create precious opportunity for the contemporary designer to rethink the historical landscape works functioning in the future.

3. Social value analysis

The discussion starts with its social values. The social value of one public space is exhibited by its ability of social connection [3]. It implies that a successful contemporary designed landscape should have the capacity to form a strong social connection between the visitors and itself. One approach is to provide
multiple facilities and services to cater the public’s needs of their physical and mental aspects, for example, infrastructure, amenities and natural view [3]. These factors can inform, inspire and link people and the environment effectively [4]. Taking the PRG as an example, its highly social value is displayed by its comfortable and safe infrastructures, diverse cultural facilities and artistic natural elements.

3.1. Benefits
There are two main features facilitating the achievement of the high social value of this heritage. Afford of fundamental infrastructure play a vital role in strengthening social interaction. By providing the society’s basic requirements is to cater the convenient and comfortable experience. The installed infrastructures in PRG are considered to cater to the users’ multiple needs, including the elevator, the wide boardwalk, and benches (Figure 1.). Through using them, the interaction between the visitor and this public space could be strengthened.

Figure 1. (a) Leanne Barnett as shown in Knowing where to stand, 2013; (b) Eric Sierens as shown in “tonkinzulaikhagreer” Architects, n.d. [5-6]

3.2. Weaknesses
Although applying the former two reviving techniques on this historical space can prove its highly social values in the contemporary period, there are still two shortcomings with hindering the further improvement of the values. Firstly, the garden still exists under-maintained infrastructure [7]. For example, the elevator with poor cleanliness for a long time is reducing the visitors’ desire to use it. The second negative factor is the unobvious signage displayed on the garden entry gate. Its design ought to have the noticeable characteristics to gather social groups to this site [8]. The signage of the gardens’ name on the gate is too inconspicuous to be noticed by the visitor (Figure 2.). This weakness could deprive the common guests’ opportunities to engage in this site, and impede them to connect with more social groups.

Figure 2. Jim as shown in Sydney-City and Suburbs, 2013 [9]
4. Environmental value analysis

The application and expression of sustainability ethics in designed landscapes could have vital impacts on environmental protection [10]. Based on the design teams of the Paddington Reservoir Garden, Tonkin Zulaikha Greer, and JMD Design’s sustainable design concept, this public open space has become a typical contemporary example that involves advanced sustainability ethics. There are two applied approaches in this site to strengthen its environmental values, decreasing the waste of materials through reusing past resources and maintaining a local ecological system with scientific humanistic intervention.

4.1. Benefits

Firstly, as water storage in the past, PRG had to be closed in 1899 because of collapsed roof and lack of primary functions (Figure 3.). Nevertheless, it escaped from the fortune of being discarded and revived with new functions and innovative styles since being redesigned. Their major approaches are to repair its original framework and reuse its old materials, including historic brick, cast iron and timber.

Secondly, proper anthropogenic intervention to natural resources could be more beneficial to the ecology cycle in a designed landscape [11]. In the PRG, there are multiple natural ornaments, such as plant collections, lawns, and ponds. The placement of these natural components is an artificial way to increase the richness of nutrition and necessary energy of the public space, for example, the pond. It provides this space adequate water resources.

Figure 3. Sally cited in Sydney Daily Photo, 2009 [12]

4.2. Weaknesses

Lundholm argues that the vegetation coverage could impact the sustainable development of the urban environment positively [13]. However, in the PRG, the density of green plants is one limitation of its environmental value. The major function of the vegetation in this public open space is decoration.

5. Aesthetics value analysis

Displaying precious cultural scenes to the visitors is a vital aspect to illustrate the aesthetic value of a contemporary garden [14]. PRG is a typical example.

5.1. Benefits

Firstly, the historical aesthetics value of the Paddington Reservoir Garden is its heritage. The vital original framework in this public open space is preserved completely by designers, such as major linear structures, vaulting, and walls with distinctive curved characteristics (Figure 4.). Secondly, the cultural aesthetics values of the designed landscape also are presented in terms of its contemporary design of roof-top, architecture structure, and artifacts. The obvious instance is the roof-top with a sunken characteristic is inspired by the Baths of ancient Caracalla, now becomes a modern feature and applied
widely in contemporary public space [15].

Figure 4. Christopher Yardin as shown in Something for Kiki and the Pok, 2013 [16]

5.2. Weaknesses
A few infrastructures breaking the aesthetic harmony of this space. Some details in their design could not match the major aesthetics style of this designed landscape. For example, the structure of the garden fences, texture of stair pavement and the color of deck chairs are discordant compared with other elements in this space (Figure 5, 6).

Figure 5. Lauran Vohmann as shown in hEAdoN photo festival, 2017 [17]

Figure 6. Alex Promios as shown in flickr, 2009 [18]

6. Discussion
Based on the analysis for this garden in terms of social value, environmental value and aesthetic value, there is no doubt that this space which has a highly meaningfulness for the contemporary as a heritage. As
the discussion, in these three aspects, this space still has a high value which can improve. However, the value and impact of this landscape still worthy to be analyzed and emphasized. The most vital benefits for this site include that the instalment of the artificial equipment and the recreation of the ecological system. The combination of the contemporary elements and the historical construction can create a new experience journey for the visitors.

7. Conclusion
In conclusion, former contemporary gardens exist advantages which are worthy to be learnt for future designers. They also have several disadvantages which could be avoided and improved. The author selected the Paddington Reservoir Gardens, an old reservoir which is revitalized through being redesigned as an example. Its strengths and weaknesses were analyzed in three aspects, including social values, environmental values and aesthetics values. Even though this contemporary public space still has several aspects which need to be promoted in the future, it does inspire and encourage designers to design a contemporary landscape with benefits in terms of social interaction, environmental sustainability and aesthetics values, just like itself, even better.
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